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ALGEBRAS WITH MATCHINGS AND LINK FLOER
HOMOLOGY
PETER OZSVÁTH AND ZOLTÁN SZABÓ
Abstract. We explain how to use bordered algebras to compute a version of
link Floer homology. As a corollary, we also give a fast computation of the
Thuston polytope for links in S3 .
1. Introduction
The aim of this paper is to generalize the bordered construction of knot invariants
from [9] to handle the case of links, giving a practical computation of a variant of link
Floer homology for links in S3 [14], which is sufficient to determine the Thurston
polytope of such links. (The reader should compare with the computation of link
homology using grid diagrams from [5]; see also [6, 8].)
As background, let ~L be an oriented link with ℓ components. Such a a link
has a multi-variable Alexander polynomial ∆L P Zrt
˘1{2
1
, . . . , t
˘1{2
ℓ s . The oriented
meridians for the link give an identification of Zrt˘1
1
, . . . , t˘1ℓ s with the group-ring
ZrH1pS3zLqs ; and in this way, we can view the Alexander polynomial ∆L as defin-
ing for an (unoriented) link an element of ZrH1pS3zLqs . As explained in [1], this
polynomial can be written as a state sum of Kauffman states for a decorated link
projection, with local contributions as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Kauffman states for links. Monomial contributions
at each crossing of a Kauffman state. Monomials are in the vari-
able q , whose exponent records the Maslov grading, and variables
corresponding to the oriented strands, whose exponents record the
Alexander gradings. The strand exiting on the top left resp. top
right corresponds to the variable s resp. t .
Remark 1.1. Note that there are two conventions in link (and knot) Floer homol-
ogy, corresponding how the orientation of a link is encoded in a pointed Heegaard
PSO was supported by NSF grant number DMS-1405114 and DMS-1708284.
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diagram. Since link Floer homology is invariant under reversing the orientation of
all components, both conventions ultimately lead to the same invariant. Figure 1
is consistent with the orientation convention from [8]; it is opposite to the one
from [10, Figure 1], which in turn follow the conventions from [11].
In [14], we defined a version of “link Floer homology”, zHFLpLq , which is a finite-
dimensional vector space over F “ Z{2Z . That group is equipped with two
gradings, one with values in Z , and another with values in an affine space H Ă
1
2
H1pS
3zL;Zq for H1pS3zL;Zq . The subset H Ă 1
2
H1pS
3zL;Zq consists of elementsřℓ
i“1 ai ¨ rµis with
2ai ` ℓkpLi, LzLiq P 2Z,
for i “ 1, . . . , ℓ ; where Li denotes the i
th component of L . We denote the direct
sum decomposition of link Floer homologyzHFK pLq – à
dPZ,hPH
zHFK dpL, hq.
Link Floer homology with ℓ ą 1 has two key features. One is its relationship with
the Alexander polynomial:à
dPZ,hPH
p´1qd dimpzHFLdpL, hqqrhs “ ˜ ℓź
i“1
pµ
1{2
i ´ µ
´1{2
i q
¸
¨∆L,
where µi denotes the oriented meridian of the link component Li . (See [14, Equa-
tion (1)].) Another is its relationship with the Thurston polytope. This is stated
in terms of the link Floer homology polytope in H1pS3zL;Rq , which is the convex
hull of all h P H with zHFLpL, hq ‰ 0 . The Minkowski sum of the dual Thurston
polytope with the symmetric hypercube in H1pS3zLq with edge-length two is twice
the link Floer homology polytope. (See [15, Theorem 1.1]; see also [7].)
We will consider diagrams D for the projection of an oriented link ~L . These
diagrams are drawn on the xy plane, and we assume that they are generic in the
following sense:
‚ the restriction of y is a Morse function, with at most one critical point for
each y value
‚ the y -values of all crossings are distinct from each other and from the y -
values of each critical point.
A marked link diagram D is a projection of an oriented link ~L together with a
collection of basepoints, called markers, one on each component of L , and one of
these markers is distinguished. (The distinguished marker is indicated by a star, and
the others are indicated by a dot.) A marked link projection has two distinguished
regions, which are the regions adjacent to the distinguished basepoint.
We call a marked link projection canonically marked if the marking on each com-
ponent of the link is the global minimum of the height function restricted to that
component; and the distinguished marker is at the global minimum of the height
function on the entire projection. A marked upper link diagram is the restriction of
a marked link projection to an upper halfplane. The upper link diagram is called
canonically marked if only the closed components of the tangle have markings on
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them, and those markings occur at the global minima of the height function re-
stricted to the closed components. If we slice a canonically marked link diagram
along a generic horizontal slice, the diagram falls into a canonically marked upper
diagram (and a lower diagram). See Figure 2 for some examples.
Figure 2. Marked link projection. At the left, a canonically
marked link projection for the Hopf link. At the right, a canonically
marked upper link diagram.
In the present paper, we define a type D structure pRpDq to each canonically marked
upper link diagram. For a link in bridge position, where each marker is adjacent to
the one of the two distinguished regions, the generators have an interpretation in
terms of Kauffman states; see Section 3.6.
We also give a method for computing pRpDq . Specifically, decompose D into ele-
mentary pieces, cutting along horizontal slices, so that each piece consists of either
a maximum, a crossing between adjacent strands, or a minimum, which can be
marked or not. After introducing extra crossings if necessary, we can assume all
the marked minima occur at the left of the diagram (i.e. they occur between the
between the first two strands). To each elementary piece, we associate a type DA
bimodule, so that the pRpDq is obtained as an iterated tensor product of the pieces.
Indeed, to the pieces containing crossings, maxima, and unmarked minima the DA
bimodules were already described in [9, Section].
Thus, the technical core of this paper is to compute the DA bimodule of a marked
minimum (connecting the first two strands). With this computation, a suitable
adaptation of the pairing theorem ([9, Theorem 9.1]; see also [4, Theorem 1.3])
completes the computation of pRpDq .
Finally, the relationship with link Floer homology is given as follows. Suppose that
D is a canonically marked link diagram. Cutting it above the global minimum, we
obtain a type D structure pRpDq over the algebra FrU1, U2s{U1U2 “ 0 .
Theorem 1.2. Let D be a canonically marked diagram representing ~L , and D` be
the upper diagram immediately above the global minimum. zHFLp~Lq is the homology
of the chain complex obtained from pRpDq by specializing to U1 “ U2 “ 0 .
There are other versions of link Floer homology. One other variant is a module
over a polynomial algebra FrU s , associated to an oriented link ~L , whose U “ 0
specialization gives zHFLpLq . This variant, and indeed some further enhancements
of it, can also be computed by our techniques. The key point here is to develop
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versions of the bimodule associated to a marked minimum, with more algebraic
structure.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 3 we describe the Heegaard dia-
grams relevant to this paper. We start by recalling Heegaard diagrams for links,
following [14]. We generalize these notions, defining Heegaard diagrams associ-
ated to marked upper diagrams. These are a slight generalization of the Heegaard
diagrams considered in [9]: the novelty here is that now we allow for closed compo-
nents, provided that they are marked. This section also contains the corresponding
generalization for middle diagrams. Finally, we describe the Heegaard diagram as-
sociated to a marked link projection generalizing slightly the Heegaard diagram of
a knot projection as defined in [11].
In Section 2, we recall various versions of link Floer homology which can be com-
puted using our methods. (The most general version we compute here depends also
on an additional choice of distinguished link component.)
In [9], upper Heegaard diagrams give rise to curved type D structures over an
algebra C , while the middle diagrams can be extended to bimodules over a larger
algebra B . We review notation in Section 4.
In Section 5, we explain how to generalize the holomorphic constructions from [9]
to associate modules to marked Heegaard diagrams. In Section 5.3, we adapt the
pairing theorem from [9] to the case of marked diagrams.
In Section 6, we algebraically define DA modules, which are associated to marked
minima. In Section 7, we verify that the algebraic construction indeed agrees with
the construction defined using holomorphic methods.
In Section 8, we assemble the pieces to compute link Floer homology. We obtain
Theorem 1.2 as a corollary of an algebraically enhanced version, Theorem 8.3.
Acknowledgements. The authors wish to thank Nate Dowlin, Robert Lipshitz,
and Andy Manion for helpful conversations.
2. Link Floer homology
Let L be an ℓ -component link. Choose an orientation on each component of L ,
and choose also a distinguished component. We denote this date ~L‹ . We find it
convenient to label the components tLiu
ℓ
i“1 of L so that L1 is the distinguished
component.
Consider polynomial algebra whose generators are labelled w1, z1, . . . , wℓ, zℓ , where
we think of wi as corresponding to the link component Li with its given orientation
and zi as corresponding to Li with its opposite orientation.
Specializing the construction from [14] (which we recall in detail in Section 3 below),
there is a version of link Floer homology, which is a chain complex over the ring
R “ Frw1, z1, . . . wℓ, zℓs{w1z1 “ 0.
Specifically, let H be a 2ℓ pointed Heegaard diagram representing ~L‹ , equipped
with 2ℓ basepoints labelled pw1, z1, . . . ,wℓ, zℓq (so that wi , zi represent Li ). We
can form CFLp~L‹q the free R -module generated by Heegaard states, and with
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differential determined by
Bx “
ÿ
yPTαXTβ
ÿ
tφPW px,yq
#xMpφq˜ ℓź
i“1
w
nwi pφq
i z
nzi pφq
i
¸
¨ y,
where xMpφq is a moduli space of pseudo-holomorphic Whitney disks in the homo-
topy class specified by φ . Let HFLp~L‹q denote the homology of this chain complex,
viewed as a module over R . We define relative gradings so that if φ P π2px,yq ,
then
Apxq ´ Apyq “ pnz1pφq ´ nw1pφq, . . . , nzℓpφq ´ nwℓpφq
mpxq ´mpyq “ µpφq ´ 2
ÿ
wi
nwipφq.
To give an absolute Maslov grading, we require that the specialization of the com-
plex to z1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ zℓ “ 1 , which has homology isomorphic to FrU s (where each wi
acts as multiplication by U ), should have its generator supported in Maslov grading
equal to zero. Equivalently, if we set w1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ wℓ “ 0 and z1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ zℓ “ 1 , and
take the homology of the resulting complex, then we obtain a graded group which
contains a non-zero, homogenous element of Maslov grading 0 , and no homogeneous
generators with positive Maslov grading.
An absolute Alexander grading can also be specified by a certain symmetry of grid
homology; cf. Equation (2.1) below.
The link complex above can be thought of as giving a version of the knot Floer
homology of the three-manifold obtained as large surgery on the distinguished com-
ponent. Dependence of the construction on the distinguished component can be re-
moved in various algebraic specializations. For instance, one could set wizi “ 0 for
all i “ 1, . . . , ℓ in CFL , and then take homology to obtain an invariant of the under-
lying oriented link ~L . Or one could form the specialization with z1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ zℓ “ 0 .
This invariant is referred to as unblocked grid homology (in the context of grid
diagrams) in [8, Chapter 11]. Specializing further to w1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ wℓ (i.e. with
z1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ zℓ “ 0) gives the collapsed grid homology in the terminology of [8,
Chapter 8.2], which we denote here HFL´p~Lq . Finally, setting all wi “ 0 “ zi for
all i “ 1, . . . , ℓ gives the complex for computing zHFLp~Lq from the introduction
(the simply blocked grid homology, in the terminology of [8]).
These specializations are perhaps more natural objects than HFLp~L‹q ; and indeed
we will typically consider the case of zHFL and its bordered analogues as warm-
ups; but we will also consider HFLp~L‹q , since it is the algebraically most general
construction that we can compute using our present methods.
Finally, we recall the following useful a symmetry in link Floer homology. To this
end, let ~L be an oriented link, and ~L1 be the oriented link obtained by reversing
the orientation of the ith component of ~L . We have the symmetry
(2.1) zHFLdp~L, ps1, . . . , sℓqq –zHFLd´2si`κip~L1, ps1, . . . , si´1,´si, si`1, . . . , sℓq
where
κi “ ℓkpLi, LzLiq P 2Z.
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(cf. [8, Proposition 11.4.2]). This identification removes the additive indeterminacy
of the Alexander grading.
3. Heegaard diagrams and marked link projections
In this section, we describe the Heegaard diagrams that will be used for marked
links. In Section 3.1, we recall the Heegaard diagrams for oriented links from [14].
In Section 3.2, we generalize these to marked upper diagrams, which we further
generalize in Section 3.3 to marked middle diagrams. In Section 3.4, we describe
marked lower diagrams. In Section 3.6 we describe the Heegaard diagrams for
marked link projections, generalizing the construction from [11].
3.1. Heegaard diagrams for links. Recall [14, Definition 3.7] that an oriented
link ~L can be represented by a Heegaard diagram,
pΣ0,α,β,w1, z1, . . . ,wℓ, zℓq,
where:
(L-1) Σ0 is a genus g surface with 2ℓ boundary components, labelled
w1, z1, . . . ,wℓ, zℓ.
(L-2) α “ tα1, . . . , αg`ℓ´1u is a set of pairwise disjoint, embedded curves.
(L-3) The surface obtained by cutting Σ0 along the α -curves has ℓ components
A1, . . . , Aℓ , each of which contains exactly one w -marked boundary com-
ponent and one z-marked boundary component.
(L-4) β “ tβ1, . . . , βg`ℓ´1u is another set of pairwise disjoint, embedded curves.
(L-5) The surface obtained by cutting Σ0 along the β -curves consists of ℓ compo-
nents B1, . . . , Bℓ , each of which contains exactly one w -marked boundary
component and one z-marked boundary component.
(L-6) The two one-to-one correspondences between the w - and z-boundary com-
ponents specified in Parts (L-3) and (L-5) coincide; i.e. if we can label all
the boundary components and connected components so that Ai and Bi
contain wi and zi .
The underlying three-manifold (which in our case will be S3 ) is obtained by fill-
ing in the boundary components of Σ0 with disks to obtain a Heegaard surface
Σ , equipped with attaching circles α and β . This Heegaard diagram pΣ,α,βq
specifies the three-manifold. Thinking of the w and z-boundaries as inducing cor-
responding marked points in Σ , we can obtain a link by first connecting the w
and z-markings by pairwise disjoint, embedded arcs in Σ that are disjoint from
the α , and pushing it slightly into the α -handlebody; and then connecting the w
and z-markings analogously in the β -handlebody. An orientation on this link is
specified by demanding that the portion in the α -handlebody is oriented as arcs
from w to z .
(Our w -markings tw1, . . . ,wℓu resp. z-markings were denoted w resp. z in [14];
the w and z-markings correspond to the O -markings and X -markings respectively
for grid diagrams [8]. The convention for the induced orientation on the link here
is opposite to the one given in [14], but it is consistent with the one given for grid
diagrams in [8].)
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We will consider Heegaard diagrams satisfying the following property.
Definition 3.1. A periodic domain P is a two-chain in Σ0 with
BP “
ÿ
i
mirαis `
ÿ
j
njrβjs,
where mi, ni P Z . A periodic domain is called somewhere positive (resp. negative)
if some local multiplicity is positive (resp. negative). The Heegaard diagram is called
admissible if every non-zero periodic domain is somewhere positive (and hence also
somewhere negative).
Note that we can think of these as two-chains in Σ with vanishing local multiplicity
at the marked points corresponding to the various wi and the zi .
A Heegaard state for a pΣ0,α,β,w1, z1, . . . ,wℓ, zℓq is a g ` ℓ ´ 1 -tuple of points
tx1, . . . , xg`ℓ´1u with xi P ασpiq X βi , where σ is an element of the symmetric
group on g ` ℓ´ 1 letters.
3.2. Marked upper Heegaard diagrams. We modify the notion of upper Hee-
gaard diagram from [9, Section 2] to include closed components.
Definition 3.2. A marked upper Heegaard diagram is the following data:
‚ a surface Σ0 of genus g and 2n boundary components, labelled Z1, . . . , Z2n ,
and 2pℓ additional boundary components labelled pw1,pz1, . . . , pwpℓ,pzpℓ .
‚ a collection of disjoint, embedded arcs tαiu
2n´1
i“1 , so that αi connects Zi to
Zi`1 ,
‚ a collection of disjoint embedded closed curves tαciu
g`pℓ
i“1 (which are also
disjoint from α1, . . . , α2n´1 ),
‚ another collection of embedded, mutually disjoint closed curves tβiu
g`n`pℓ´1
i“1 .
We require this data to also satisfy the following properties:
(UD-1) For each i P t1, . . . , 2n´1u , j P t1, . . . , g`pℓu , and k P t1, . . . , g`pℓ`n´1u ,
αi and α
c
j curves are transverse to βk .
(UD-2) Both sets of α -and the β -circles consist of homologically linearly indepen-
dent curves (in H1pΣ0q).
(UD-3) Each component B1, . . . , Bn`pℓ of the surface obtained by cutting Σ0 along
β1, . . . , βg`pℓ`n´1 , is required to contain exactly two boundary components,
which are either both of type Z , or one is of type z and the other is of type
w .
(UD-4) Each component A1, . . . , Apℓ`1 of the the surface obtained by cutting Σ0
along αc1, . . . , α
c
g`pℓ , is required to either contain all the Z -components, or
exactly one of the w -components and one of the z-components.
(UD-5) Condition (UD-4) gives a one-to-one correspondence between the z-boundaries
and the w -boundaries; Condition (UD-3) gives another one-to-one corre-
spondence between the z-boundaries and the w -boundaries. We require that
these two correspondences coincide.
(UD-6) Together, the closed curves tαciu
g`pℓ
i“1 and tβiu
g`pℓ`n´1
i“1 span a 2g`
pℓ`n´1-
dimensional subspace of H1pΣ0;Zq .
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Remark 3.3. An upper diagram specifies a three-manifold-with-boundary Y equipped
with an pℓ-component, oriented link, and whose boundary is a sphere containing an
embedded collection of 2n arcs. (Condition (UD-5) ensures that the oriented link in-
deed has pℓ components; Condition (UD-6) ensures that H1pY ;Zq “ 0 “ H2pY ;Zq .
Compare [13, Proposition 2.15].) When g “ 0 , the three-manifold Y is a three-ball.
Condition (UD-4) gives a matching M on t1, . . . , 2nu (a partition into two-element
subsets), where ti, ju PM if Zi and Zj can be connected by a path that does not
cross any βk .
We will typically abbreviate the data
H
^ “ pΣ0, tZ1, . . . , Z2nu, tpw1, . . . , pwpℓu, tpz1, . . . ,pzpℓu,
tα1, . . . , α2n´1u, tα
c
1
, . . . , αc
g`pℓu, tβ1, . . . , βg`pℓ`n´1uq,
and let MpH^q be the induced matching on t1, . . . , 2nu .
For upper diagrams, there are two natural generalizations of the notion of periodic
domains and admissibility.
Definition 3.4. A periodic domain is a two-chain in Σ0
BP “
ÿ
i
mirα
c
i s `
ÿ
j
njrβjs,
with mi, ni P Z . A diagram is called admissible if every non-zero periodic domain
has positive and negative local multiplicities.
Viewed as two-chains in Σ , rather than Σ0 , the periodic domains we consider here
have vanishing multiplicities at the punctures corresponding to pZ , z , and w . In
the terminology of [3], these are called provincial periodic domains.
To check admissibility, it helps to have the following observation. Number the
connected components tA1, . . . , Apℓu as in Condition (UD-4) so that Ai contains
the markings wi and zi specifying Li ; number the components tB1, . . . , Bpℓ`n´1u
so that their first pℓ components are also labelled so that Bi contains wi and zi .
Then, it is easy to see that the periodic domains are spanned by the regions Ai´Bi .
When pℓ “ 0 , the corresponding link is empty, and we are considering the upper
diagrams from [9]. When n “ 0 , we are considering Heegaard diagrams for links
as in Section 3.1. In particular, when n “ 0 and ℓ “ 1 , we can think of these as
the double-pointed knot diagrams from [9].
Definition 3.5. A Heegaard state for a marked upper diagram H^ is a d “
g ` pℓ ` n´ 1-tuple of points x in the intersection of the various α -and β -curves,
distributed so that each β -circle contains exactly one point in x , each α -circle
contains exactly one point in x , and no more than one point lies on any given
α -arc.
For an upper Heegaard diagram with 2n outputs, and a Heegaard state x , we let
αpxq “ ti P t1, . . . , 2n´ 1u
ˇˇ
xX αi ‰ Hu.
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3.3. Marked middle diagrams. We will enlarge marked upper diagrams by glu-
ing them to marked middle diagrams.
Definition 3.6. A marked middle diagram is the following data:
‚ a surface Σ0 of genus g and 2m boundary components, which we think
of as incoming boundary components, labelled qZ1, . . . , qZ2m , 2n boundary
components, which we think of as outgoing boundary components, labelledpZ1, . . . , pZ2n and 2ℓ‖ additional boundary components labelled
w
‖
1
, z
‖
1
, . . . ,w
‖
ℓ‖
, z
‖
ℓ‖
.
‚ a collection of disjoint, embedded arcs tqαiu2m´1i“1 , so that qαi connects qZi
to qZi`1 ,
‚ a collection of disjoint, embedded arcs tpαiu2n´1i“1 (which are also disjoint
from the qαj ), so that pαi connects pZi to pZi`1
‚ a collection of disjoint embedded closed curves tαciu
g`ℓ‖
i“1 (which are also
disjoint from qαi and pαj )
‚ another collection of embedded, mutually disjoint closed curves tβiu
g`m`n`ℓ‖´1
i“1 .
We require this data to also satisfy the following properties:
(MD-1) All the α -arcs and curves are transverse to the various βk .
(MD-2) Both sets of α -and the β -circles consist of homologically linearly indepen-
dent curves (in H1pΣ0q).
(MD-3) The span of the homology classes of the curves tαci u
g`ℓ‖
i“1 is linearly inde-
pendent of the span of tβiu
g`ℓ‖`m`n´1
i“1 in H1pΣ0;Zq .
(MD-4) The surface obtained by cutting Σ0 along β1, . . . , βg`ℓ‖`m`n´1 , which has
m ` n ` ℓ‖ connected components B1, . . . , Bm`n`ℓ‖ , is required to con-
tain exactly two boundary components in each component, so that each w -
boundary is paired with a z-boundary.
(MD-5) Each component A1, . . . , Aℓ‖`1 of the surface obtained by cutting Σ0 along
αc1, . . . , α
c
g`ℓ‖
is required to contain either all the Z -components, or exactly
one of the w -component and one z-component. We call the induced one-
to-one correspondence between the w - and z-boundary components the α -
matching.
Sometimes, we abbreviate the data of a middle diagram H‖ . Moreover, we will
write qBH‖ “ qZ1Ť . . .Ť qZ2m pBH‖ “ pZ1Ť . . .Ť pZ2n .
Definition 3.7. The B1, . . . , Bm`n`ℓ‖ induce a matching M
‖ on the boundary
components
t qZ1, . . . , qZ2m, pZ1, . . . , pZ2n,w‖1, . . . ,w‖ℓ‖ , z‖1, . . . , z‖ℓ‖u,
called the β -matching.
Definition 3.8. A periodic domain is a relative two-chain for pΣ0, qZq with
BP “
ÿ
i
mirα
c
i s `
ÿ
j
njrβjs,
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with mi, ni P Z , satisfying for all ti, ju P |M ,
w qZipP q “ w qZj pP q.
A diagram is called admissible if every non-zero periodic domain has both positive
and negative local multiplicities.
Definition 3.9. A matching |M on t qZ1, . . . , qZ2mu is said to be compatible with
M‖ if the equivalence relation generated by |M and M‖ has the property that each
equivalence class has either exactly one w -marking and exactly one z-marking, or
it has exactly two pZ -markings, and this induced matching of the w and z-markings
coincides with the one-to-one α -matching, as defined in Condition (MD-5).
Geometrically, we can associate a one-manifold W ‖ with decorations to a middle
diagram. Start from the zero-manifold whose points correspond to the boundary
components of Σ0 . To each component Bj we associate an arc connecting the two
boundary components. To each component Ai connecting wi and zi , we associate
an arc connecting wi to zi , which we call a marked arc. To the incoming matching|M , we associate another one-manifold |W , consisting of arcs connecting the pairs
of points in the matching. The compatibility condition can be phrased as follows:
each closed component of the one-manifold W ‖ Y|W contains exactly one marked
arc.
We will need the following notion of a compatible orientation on W ‖Y|W to define
the bimodule associated to a middle diagram and an incoming matching.
Definition 3.10. A one-manifold with markings is a one-manifold W , equipped
with a set of embedded arcs, each of whose endpoints are labelled with an z and an
w . A compatible orientation on the one-manifold with markings is an orientation
of W whose restriction to each marked arc orients it as a path from the w -marking
to the z-marking. We will use these compatible orientations to define the bimodule
associated to a middle diagram.
The definition of Heegaard states (Definition 3.5) generalizes immediately to the
case of middle diagrams, with the understanding that now the number of β -circles
is given by d “ g ` ℓ‖ `m` n´ 1 .
For a Heegaard state x in a middle diagram, letqαpxq “ ti P t1, . . . , 2m´ 1uˇˇqαi X x ‰ Hupαpxq “ ti P t1, . . . , 2n´ 1uˇˇpαi X x ‰ Hu.
Definition 3.11. An extended marked middle diagram is a middle diagram, to-
gether with two new boundary components, Z
‖
0
and Z
‖
1
, four new α -arcs, qα0 , qα2m ,pα0 , and pα2n , and two new β -circles β0 and β10 , arranged so that
‚ qα0 connects qZ1 to Z‖0 ,
‚ pα0 connects pZ1 to Z‖0 ,
‚ β0 separates Z
‖
0
from all the other boundary components of Σ0 ,
‚ qα2n connects qZ2m to Z‖1
‚ pα2m connects pZ2n to Z‖1
‚ β10 separates Z
‖
1
from all the other boundary components of Σ0 .
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‚ if we fill in Z
‖
0
and Z
‖
1
with disks, and delete the newly introduced arcs and
circles, the result is a middle diagram.
For an extended middle diagrams, qαpxq Ă t0, . . . , 2mu and pαpxq Ă t0, . . . , 2nu .
(Extended marked middle diagrams are the natural adaptation of the notion of
extended middle diagrams as defined in [13].)
3.4. Marked lower diagrams.
Definition 3.12. A marked lower diagram is a marked middle diagram with no
outgoing boundary components (or arcs), and one additional β circle, i.e. the β
circles are numbered tβiu
g`n`qℓ
i“1 , with n ą 0 , together with one distinguished w -z-
pair, qw1 , qz1 , so that Conditions (MD-4) and (MD-5) are replaced by the following:
(LD-5) The surface obtained by cutting Σ0 along β1, . . . , βg`qℓ`n , has n` 1 com-
ponents B1, . . . , Bn`qℓ`1 , each of which contains exactly two boundary com-
ponents, which can be of the following types:
‚ Bi contains wj and zj with j ‰ 1
‚ Bi contains w1 and a component of type Z
‚ Bi contains z1 and a component of type Z
‚ Bi contains two boundary components of type Z .
(LD-6) Each component A1, . . . , Aqℓ of the surface obtained by cutting Σ0 along
αc
1
, . . . , αc
g`qℓ is required to contain either all the Z components and qw1
and qz1 ; or exactly one qwj and exactly one qzj (for j ‰ 1).
For a lower diagram with boundary qZ1, . . . , qZ2m, qw1,qz1, . . . , qwqℓ,qzqℓ , we can define
the associated matching M (exactly as in M‖ for middle diagrams). Similarly,
given a matching |M on t qZ1, . . . , qZ2mu , we can define a compatibility condition
with M as in Definition 3.9. Letting W be the marked one-manifold associated
to the lower diagram, we can form the marked one-manifold W Y |W . For lower
diagrams, the orientation on W Y |W is uniquely specified by the compatibility
condition of Definition 3.10.
3.5. Gluing diagrams. If H^ is an upper diagram, and H‖ is a middle diagram,
and an identification BH^ “ qBH‖ , we can form a new upper diagram H^ Y qZ H‖ .
For example, if tpw1, . . . , pwpℓu and tw‖1, . . . ,w‖ℓ‖u resp. tpz1, . . . ,pzpℓu and tz‖1, . . . , z‖ℓ‖u
denote the w -marked resp. z-marked boundaries of H^ and H‖ , then the w - and
z-marked boundaries of H^ Y qZ H‖ are
tpw1, . . . , pwpℓ,w‖1, . . . ,w‖ℓ‖u and tpz1, . . . ,pzpℓ, z‖1, . . . , z‖ℓ‖u.
If H^ and H‖ are admissible, then the glued diagram is admissible, as well.
3.6. Heegaard diagrams from link projections. A knot projection has a nat-
urally associated doubly-pointed Heegaard diagram, as described in [12], studied
further in [9]. We must modify this algorithm to take into account marked edges
(which are treated slightly differently from the distinguished edge). The construc-
tion is summarized in Figure 3.
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w z
w z
Figure 3. Heegaard diagram for a marked minimum.
The resulting diagram is called the small Heegaard diagram associated to a marked
link projection.
Proposition 3.13. There is a 2ℓ´1 -to-one correspondence between Heegaard states
in the above diagram with the Kauffman states of [1]. The Maslov and Alexander
gradings are given by multiplying the monomial local contributions as in Figure 1.
The above proposition follows quickly from the methods from [12]. We will see it
as an easy consequence of Proposition 3.20 below.
There is a basis for the periodic domains for the link projection which correspond
to the non-distinguished components of the link: their local multiplicity is 1 in
the portion of the Heegaard diagram around the given link component. Thus, the
diagram constructed above is not admissible. To construct an admissible diagram,
we will need some additional data.
Definition 3.14. A marked link diagram is called relevant if the following two
properties hold:
‚ the marking on each component occurs at the minimum of the height func-
tion restricted to the link components
‚ the distinguished marking occurs at the global minimum of the height func-
tion.
‚ each minimum is leftmost; i.e. the intersection of the horizontal line through
each minimum meets the rest of the link to the right of the minimum.
The first two properties are the canonical marking of the diagram discussed in the
introduction; the second property implies that the markings are adjacent to the
infinite (marked) region.
Fix a relevant link diagram, connect the marking on some component to the ad-
jacent strand by a dotted arc. We then isotope each such dotted arc which is
otherwise disjoint from the knot projection. We shrink this dotted arc, to form an
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admissibility marker. Crossings in the diagram and admissibility markers together
can be thought of as generalized crossings. In particular, at each admissibility
marker, there are also four adjacent regions, which we think of as N , S , W , and
E . We mark these so that the S region is part of the infinite region, and the short
dotted arc runs W to E , as shown in Figure 4.
Figure 4. Admissibility markers. A portion of the canonically
marked diagram on the left is decorated by a dotted arc as shown,
and isotoped to the picture on the right.
The regions in the diagram will be thought of as the connected components of the
complement of the diagram, together with the ℓ ´ 1 dotted arcs at each marking.
Two of these regions are distinguished by being adjacent to the distinguished edge.
We extend the notion of Kauffman states for relevant diagrams, as follows. Once
again, a Kauffman state associates one of the four adjacent regions at each crossing.
Moreover, our extended Kauffman states also can associate one of the two adjacent
regions at each admissibility marker: these regions can be N or W (but not E or
S ). Our Kauffman state is constrained by the requirement that there is a one-to-
one correspondence between generalized crossings and the indistinguished regions
in the diagram.
s t s t
q´1 ` 1 q´1 ` 1
q´1s´1{2 ` s1{2 q´1s´1{2 ` s1{2
Figure 5. Local Kauffman states at an admissibility arc.
There are two local Kauffman states (N and W ) that can appear
in a generalized Kauffman state near an admissibility marking.
These contribute the displayed monomial in q and s ..
To construct the Heegaard diagram associated to the relevant link projection, we
associate the piece of diagram from Figure 6 to each admissibility marker (and the
pieces associated to crossings and specially marked edge as in Figure 3).
For a relevant link diagram, we will identify the Kauffman states with the Heegaard
states of the associated link diagram (c.f. Proposition 3.20 below), in a way that
respects the the Maslov and Alexander gradings. Our verification use methods of
Kauffman [1], suitably adapted.
Specifically, recall that two Kauffman states x and y are connected by a clock move
if there are two crossings where x and y are different and the same everywhere else,
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w
z
z
w
Figure 6. Heegaard diagram for an admissibility arc. The
admissibility marker at the left is replaced by the piece of Heegaard
diagram on the right. (The star is drawn to remind the reader that
the Southern quadrant is adjacent to the distinguished edge.)
Figure 7. Schematic of two Kauffman states (black and
white) connected by a clock move. The two Kauffman states
are required to agree at all other crossings; the edges in the hori-
zontal line are required not adjacent to either distinguished region.
and there is a path of edges connecting those two crossings which is never adjacent
to one of the two distinguished regions, see for example Figure 7. According to
Kauffman [1], any two Kauffman states for a connected projection can be connected
by a sequence of clock transformations. We need the following variant of this fact:
Definition 3.15. Let P be a knot diagram with a distinguished crossing x, whose
four quadrants are labelled N,S,E,W . The NS resolution of P at x is the diagram
obtained from P by resolving the crossing so that the N and S become connected
to one another. The EW resolution is the other resolution.
Definition 3.16. Let C be a set of crossings of an oriented marked planar diagram,
and mark the quadrants of the projection at each c P C as N , W , E , S . We say
that a Kauffman state is of type C -NW, if at each c P C , the Kauffman state is in
the N quadrant or the W -quadrant.
Definition 3.17. A set S of Kauffman states is called clock connected if any two
elements of S can be connected by a sequence of clock transformations, each of
which connects two elements of S .
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In this language, Kauffman’s clock theorem states that for a connected projection,
the set of all Kauffman states is non-empty and clock-connected.
Proposition 3.18. Fix an oriented planar diagram P Let P be an oriented marked
planar diagram, and choose a collection C of crossings in P , which are all adjacent
to one region R , which is one of the two distinguished regions in P . Label the
quadrants at each c P C so that the quadrant contained in R is labelled with an S .
Suppose that the diagram P 1 obtained as the NS resolution of P at each c P C is
connected. Then, the set of Kauffman states of type C -NW is clock-connected.
Proof. We prove this by induction on the number of elements in C . If C is empty,
then the theorem follows from Kauffman’s Clock theorem applied to P .
The Kauffman states that are of type N at c P C correspond to Kauffman states
in the NS resolution of Pc of P at c , and the clock transformations between such
Kauffman states correspond to clock transformations in Pc . Thus, it follows by the
inductive hypothesis, the set of Kauffman states of type C -NW for which at least
one crossing in C is of type N is clock-connected.
Consider any Kauffman state of type C -W . Since the Kauffman states for P are
clock-connected (Kauffman’s theorem again), for any Kauffman state x1 of type C -
W , we can find a sequence x1, . . . , xm of Kauffman states so that xi is connected
to xi`1 by a clock move, and xm is not of type C -W . Consider the smallest i
for which xi is not of type C -W . This means that there is one c P C so that
xi is not of type W at c , but xi´1 is of type W at c . Since the S quadrant is
distinguished, It follows that xi must be of type N at c . 
For a relevant diagram, we consider Kauffman states, now connected generalized
Kauffman states. In particular, at the admissibility markers, these states are re-
quired to occupy the N and the W quadrants only.
Corollary 3.19. For a relevant link diagram which is connected in the complement
of the edge markers, the set of generalized Kauffman states is clock-connected.
Proof. This follows from Proposition 3.18 (thinking of the generalized Kauffman
states as Kauffman states for a connected diagram, which are constrained to occupy
positions N and W ). 
Proposition 3.20. The Heegaard diagram associated to a relevant link diagram is
an admissible Heegaard diagram, and its Heegaard states correspond to Kauffman
states for the admissibly marked diagram. Moreover, the Alexander and Maslov
gradings are as specified in Figures 1 and 5.
Proof. For admissibility we argue as follows. There is an ordering on link com-
ponents, L1, . . . , Lℓ , in increasing order of the value of the global minimum; for
example, Lℓ contains the special minimum. The space of periodic domains is
spanned by domains Pi supported in a neighborhood of each Li for i “ 2, . . . , ℓ .
Find the largest k so that Pk appears in a given expansion. If it occurs with posi-
tive local multiplicity, then we can find a small bigon in the Heegaard diagram for
the corresponding admissibility marker (i.e. the bigon from y to x locally in Fig-
ure 8) where the periodic domains has has negative local multiplicity. This verifies
admissibility.
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Label the Heegaard states locally near each admissibility arc as in Figure 8.
w
z
b
a
y
x
y
z
w
b
a
x
Figure 8. Local Heegaard states near the admissibility markers.
This gives a correspondence between Heegaard states and Kauffman states: a and
b locally correspond to the two monomials in the northern quadrants of Figure 5;
x and y locally correspond to the two terms in the western quadrant in Figure 5.
We check next that the local contributions of these Kauffman states agree with the
Alexander and Maslov gradings, up to overall additive constants.
Suppose that the marked strand is oriented upwards; i.e. that we are considering
the Heegaard diagram on the left in Figure 8. First we compare the contributions
of states associated to the same quadrant, using domains that are locally contained
in the marked region; i.e. by inspecting Figure 8. For example, there is a bigon in
π2pa, bq (i.e with Maslov grading 1) that crosses z but not w . It follows that for
two states occupying the same corners,
Apbq “ Apaq ` rµss mpbq “mpaq ` 1
Apxq “ Apyq mpyq “mpxq ` 1,
where here rµss P H1pS
3zLq is the generator which is the meridian for the sth
component of L .
Next, as in the proof of [11, Theorem 1.2], we check that the Kauffman contributions
transform as expected under clock moves. This is done in Figure 9.
A similar computation can be done when the strand is oriented oppositely, to
complete the identification of the Maslov and Alexander gradings, up to an overall
additive indeterminacy.
To remove the additive indeterminacy of the Maslov grading, we argue as in [11,
Lemma 2.5]. After a sequence of handleslides back over z-marked regions, we obtain
a new diagram, where the β -curve at a each crossing is replaced by meridian, which
meets α -curves belonging to two (rather than possibly) four regions. Specifically,
label the four edges at each crossing. The new β -curve, then, will be a meridian
for the second edge we encounter as we traverse the knot. Once again, there is
a correspondence between Heegaard states and Kauffman states for the resulting
diagram, with the understanding that Kauffman states for the new diagram are
allowed to be adjacent only to this second edge. In [11], we proved that there was
one such state. (In that paper, we were considering the “penultimate”, which is the
third edge we encounter, instead of the second; but this discrepancy is due to our
different orientation conventions on the knot.) That generator in turn correspond
to 2ℓ´1 Heegaard states, according to whether we are using locally the intersection
point a or b ; and all of these live on in homology. The absolute gradings are
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x
b
a
w
z
y
b
w xa
z
y
Figure 9. Checking local contributions.
verified by noting that maximal Maslov grading is 0 . Since handleslides preserve
the Maslov grading of the generator, the formula follows.
The symmetry from Equation (2.1) holds. This can be seen on the level of lo-
cal Kauffman contributions (Figures 1 and 5). Specifically, if s is the variable
associated to a given strand, then substituting s ÞÑ pq2sq´1 to the monomial con-
tribution gives q˘1{2 times the monomial contribution obtained by reversing the
orientation of the strand, where ˘ is simply the sign of the crossing. Thus, for a
given Kauffman state x , if
A~Lpxq “ ps1, . . . , sℓq and µ~Lpxq “ d
then
A~L1pxq “ ps1, . . . , si´1,´si, si`1, . . . , sℓq and µ~Lpxq ´ 2si “ µ~L1pxq ´ κi.
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w
z
z
w
w
z
z
w
Figure 10. Kauffman state with Maslov grading zero. Han-
dleslide locally over the z marking to obtain the Heegaard diagram
on the right.
Since the chain complexes zCFLp~Lq and zCFLp~L1q are isomorphic, we have verified
Equation (2.1). The absolute Alexander gradings follow. 
These diagrams can be sliced: a generic horizontal slice in a marked link projection
corresponds to a collection of curves in the Heegaard surface that decomposes the
Heegaard surface into a marked upper diagram and a marked lower diagram.
4. Algebra
4.1. The bordered algebras. Recall the bordered algebra Bpm, kq constructed
in [10, Section 3.2]. As in [9], we specialize to the case Bpnq “ Bp2n, nq , equipped
with its idempotent ring Ipnq “ Ip2n, nq . We will consider various subrings of its
idempotent ring Ipnq , as follows:
Definition 4.1. Let I˚ěi denote the subalgebra of I generated by idempotent states
x “ x1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă xk with x1 ě i ; similarly, let I˚ďi denote the subalgebra of I
generated by x so that xk ď i . Let Iiď˚ďj “ I˚ěi ¨ I˚ďj .
The algebra Bpnq has a subalgebra I1ď˚ď2n´1 ¨ Bpnq ¨ I1ď˚ď2n´1 , denoted Cpnq
in [9]. This is naturally the ring over which the type D structures of an upper dia-
gram are defined. More precisely, upper diagrams come equipped with a matching
M on t1, . . . , 2nu . The matching specifies a curvature
µM0 “
ÿ
ti,juPM
UiUj.
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zw
w
z
z
w
Figure 11. Slicing the Heegaard diagram of a marked link
projection. Start from the marked link projection on the left,
sliced in half along the dotted line, to obtain the upper and lower
marked diagrams on the right.
Given an upper Heegaard diagram H^ with 2n Z -boundary components and ℓ w -
boundaries (and ℓ z-boundaries), we can associate a matching M on t1, . . . , 2nu .
Let C‹ be the algebra C‹pnq b Frw1, z1, . . . , wℓ, zℓs equipped with curvature µ
M
0 .
We will show in Section 5 how to construct an associated curved type D structure
C
‹
RpH^q . (In the case where ℓ “ 0 , this is the construction from [9].)
Recall that B has a grading, called the ∆-grading, which is ´1 times the sum of
all the weights of the algebra elements; e.g. ∆pLiq “ ´1{2 , ∆pUiq “ ´1 .
4.2. Simplifying type D structures. Let
B “ Bpnq or Bpnq b Frw1, z1, . . . , wℓ, zℓs
for some value of n (and ℓ). The algebra B is filtered by weight, in the following
sense. There is an ideal B` generated by algebra elements with positive weight
(either in B or in the wi or zi ) with quotient B{B` – In .
Suppose that B
‹
X is a (curved) type D structure.
Lemma 4.2. A finitely generated type D structure B
‹
X is homotopy equivalent
to a different type D structure B
‹
X 1 with the property that
δ1 : X 1 Ñ B` bX
1.
Proof. This is a familiar argument in homological algebra: if δ1pX 1q R B` bX
1 ,
there are p, q P X 1 so that δ1ppq P q`B`bX
1 . Define a new homotopy equivalent
type D structure with two fewer generators obtained by contracting the arrow
from p to q . The result now follows by induction on the rank of X (as a left
I -module). 
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4.3. The algebra A2 . In [9], we introduced also algebras A2pn,Mq where M
is a matching on t1, . . . , 2nu . The algebra is obtained by adding adding elements
tEiu
2n
i“1 to Bp2n, n` 1q . These elements satisfy the relations E
2
i “ 0 ,
rEi, Ejs “
"
1 if ti, ju PM
0 otherwise
The algebra is equipped with a differential satisfying dEi “ Ui .
In Section 12.3, we introduced a DD bimodule B
‹,A2
K , as follows. Fix n ě 1 and a
matching M on t1, . . . , 2nu , and let A2 “ A2pn,Mq , B‹ “ B‹pn,Mq . Generators
of B
‹,A2
K , as a vector space, correspond to n-element subsets x Ă t0, . . . , 2nu ,
i.e. I -states for Bp2n, nq . Let Kx be the generator corresponding to x . The left
Ip2n, nq b Ip2n, n` 1q-module structure is specified by
pIx b It0,...,2nuzxq ¨Kx “ Kx.
The differential is specified by the element
A “
2nÿ
i“1
pLi bRi `Ri b Liq `
2nÿ
i“1
Ui b Ei P B bA
2,
δ1 : K Ñ B bA2 bK.
by δ1pvq “ Ab v .
4.4. Working over C‹ . In this paper, we will consider type D structures over
B
‹ which are actually induced by type D structures over C‹ . We write such type
D structures B
‹
ιC‹ b
C
‹
Y . Concretely, a type D structure B
‹
Y is of this type if
I1ď˚ď2n´1 ¨ Y “ Y .
The first simple observation we will use about such type D structures is the fol-
lowing:
Lemma 4.3. If B
‹
ιC‹ b
C
‹
Y » B
‹
ιC‹ b
C
‹
Y 1 , then C
‹
Y »C
‹
Y 1 .
Proof. Our morphisms (and homotopies) of type D structures are, by definition,
left I -equivariant. The result follows easily. 
Lemma 4.4. If
B
‹
X 1 »B
‹
ιC‹ b
C
‹
Y,
and δ1 : X 1 Ñ B‹` bX
1 , then in fact δ1 takes X to C‹` bX
1 .
Proof. Suppose that X 1 has some element p with the property that Ix ¨ p “ p
with 0 or 2n P x . Then, the homotopy equivalence implies that
p “ δ1 ˝ h` h ˝ δ1;
and our hypothesis on δ1 ensures that the right hand side is in B` b X . This
contradicts the fact that p P Ipnq bX . 
In view of the above lemma, if X is any type D structure
B
‹
X »B
‹
ιC‹ b
C
‹
Y,
we can find an explicit form for C
‹
Y
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4.5. Boundedness and tensor products. Our type DA bimodules over Bpnqb
Frw1, z1, . . . , wℓ, zℓs will typically be bounded above in Maslov grading; but not
below. After all, each variable wi and zi drops Maslov grading by one.
Definition 4.5. Let AXB be a DA bimodule over algebras A and B . A type DA
bimodule is called unital if
δ1k`1px, a1, . . . , akq “
"
x if k “ 1 and a1 “ 1
0 if k ą 1 and some ai “ 1.
A type DA bimodule is called bounded if for every integer M (which one can
think of as a negative integer with large absolute value) there is an N so that
∆pδ1k`1px, a1, . . . , akqq ěM we can conclude that
řk
i“1∆paiq ě N .
Our type DA bimodules will be both bounded and unital.
Proposition 4.6. Let B‹i be algebras of the form Bpnq or BpnqbFrw1, z1, . . . , wℓ, zℓs
for i “ 1, 2 . If B
‹
2XB‹
1
is a curved type DA bimodule which is strictly unital,
bounded, and graded. Let B
‹
1Y be a finitely generated type D structure which is
graded. Then, the sums defining type type D structure on X b Y are finite.
Proof. Gradings give a lower bound on δpxb yq , and hence, by the boundedness
of X , a lower bound on the grading of a1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ak . Unitality then gives the
desired upper bound on k . 
5. Holomorphically defined modules
We sketch here the fairly straightforwardmodifications needed to adapt the modules
from [9] to the case of links.
5.1. Modules for upper diagrams. Let H^ be an admissible marked upper
diagram with 2n boundary circles pZ1, . . . , pZ2n . Let xM be the induced matching.
Our aim here is to define a curved type D structure over the algebrapC “ Cpnq b Frw1, . . . , wℓ, z1, . . . , zℓs,
where ℓ denotes the number of w -markings (and z-markings) in H^ , and the
curvature is specified by the matching xM .
Given an upper state x , we definepIpxq “ t1, . . . 2n´ 1uzαpxq
as in [9]; the following definition of pbpφq is also obtained from there:
Definition 5.1. Let φ P Dpx,yq . Define b0pφq to be the homogenenous element
b P B0pnq b Frw1, z1, . . . , wℓ, zℓs characterized by the following properties that
‚ pIpxq ¨ b ¨pIpyq “ b ; and
‚ for all i “ 1, . . . , 2n , wipbq is the average of the local multiplicities of φ in
the two elementary domains adjacent to Zi .
‚ The wi exponent of b0pφq is given by nwipφq and the zi exponent of b0pφq
is given by nzipφq .
Let pbpφq denote the induced element in Bpnq b Frw1, z1, . . . , wℓ, zℓs .
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There is a ∆ grading on the algebra, which is given by ´1 times the total weight
of an algebra element. In particular,
∆pwiq “ ∆pziq “ ´1.
If W is an oriented one-manifold with boundary t1, . . . , 2nu and n`ℓ components,
we have an induced Alexander grading in the algebra characterized by
Apbb
ℓź
i“1
waii z
bi
i q “
ÿ
ti,juPM
pwipbq ´ wjpbqqeti,ju
`
ℓÿ
i“1
pbi ´ aiqei,
where eti,ju is the generator of H
1pW ;Zq corresponding to the component of W
connecting i to j , and ei is generator of H
1pW ;Zq corresponding to the ith closed
component of W .
Let m : Dpx,yq Ñ 1
2
Z denote the Maslov index of the homotopy class of flows from
x to y ; as in [2], this is computed by the formula
mpBq “ epBq ` nxpBq ` nypBq,
where epBq is the Euler measure of B .
Proposition 5.2. There is a function m : SpH^q Ñ Z uniquely characterized up
to an overall constant by the property that
(5.1) mpxq ´mpyq “mpφq ´∆pb0pφqq.
Similarly, given an orientation the one-manifold W there is a function A : SpH^q Ñ
1
2
Z
n`ℓ with components Ati,ju corresponding to ti, ju PM characterized by
(5.2) Apxq ´ Apyq “ Apb0pφqq.
Proof. This is a straightforward adaptation of [9, Proposition 4.5]. If φ, φ1 P
Dpx,yq , then
φ´ φ1 “
pℓÿ
i“1
mi ¨Ai `
n`pℓÿ
j“1
nj ¨Bj ,
where Ai and Bi are as in Definition 3.2. To see Equation (5.1), note that for
D “ Ai or Bj , we have epDq ` nxpDq ` nypDq “ 2 , while each D also has total
weight 2 ath the boundary. Equation (5.2) works similarly. 
(5.3) δ1pxq “
ÿ
tyPS,BPDpx,yq
ˇˇ
mpBq“1u
#xMBpx,yq ¨pbpBq ¨ by.
Proposition 5.3. The sum appearing on the right in Equation (5.3) is finite.
Proof. Given x,y , the set of B P Dpx,yq with fixed mpBq is a finite set plus the
addition of periodic domains By admissibility, only finitely many of these elements
have only positive local multiplicities. 
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Proposition 5.4. The map δ1 satisfies the curved type D structure relation, with
curvature µ0 “
ř
tr,suPM UrUs .
Proof. This works as in the proof of [9, Proposition 6.3], with a little modification.
In this case, there are two additional types of possible boundary degenerations, ones
that contain exactly one wi marking and exactly one zi marking. In fact, for each i ,
there are exactly two such boundary degenerations: one with α -boundary, and one
with β -boundary. The contributions to δ1˝δ1 of these two boundary degenerations
cancel. 
Let
pC‹RpH^, Jq denote the curved type D structure defined above.
Proposition 5.5. If J0 and J1 are any two generic almost-complex structures,
there quasi-isomorphism of curved, graded type D structures over pCpC‹RpH^, J0q »pC‹ RpH^, J1q.
Proof. This follows exactly as in [9, Proposition 6.4]. 
5.2. Middle diagrams. Fix a middle diagram
H
‖ “ pΣ0, p qZ1, . . . , qZ2mq, p pZ1, . . . , pZ2nq, tqα1, . . . , qα2m´1u, tpα1, . . . , pα2n´1u,
tαc1, . . . , α
c
gu, tβ1, . . . , βg`m`n`ℓ‖´1u, tw1, . . . ,wℓ‖u, tz1, . . . , zℓ‖uq.
Let M‖ be the induced β -matching as in Definition 3.7; and let |M be a compatible
matching on t1, . . . , 2mu , in the sense of Definition 3.9.
Definition 5.6. Let H‖ be a middle diagram, equipped with a matching |M on the
incoming boundary components. LetqCpH‖q “ CpmqbFrw1, z1, . . . , wℓ‖ , zℓ‖s; pCpH‖q “ CpnqbFrw1, z1, . . . , wℓ‖ , zℓ‖s.
Our aim here is to define a curved type DA bimodule associated to the middle
diagram, denoted
pC‹RQpH‖qqC‹ .
Each middle Heegaard state x determines two subsetsqαpxq Ă t1, . . . , 2mu resp. pαpxq Ă t1, . . . , 2nu
consisting of those i P t1, . . . , 2mu resp. t1, . . . , 2nu with xX qαi ‰ H resp xX pαi ‰
H . As an F-vector space RQpH‖q is spanned spanned by the middle Heegaard
states of H‖ . LetqIpxq “ Iqαpxq and pIpxq “ It1,...,2n´1uzpαpxq.
The Ipnq ´ Ipmq-bimodule structure is specified by
(5.4) pIpxq ¨ x ¨ qIpxq “ x.
we need one more piece of data: an orientation ~W on W “ W ‖ Y |W . Each
boundary component qZi , pZj , wi or zi of H‖ corresponds to some point on W .
Orient W from the w boundaries to the z boundaries. (We choose this convention
to agree with [9]; it is opposite to the orientation on the link as specified in Sec-
tion 3.1.) There are other components of W that connect various pZ -boundaries.
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There are two kinds of qZ boundaries in W ‖ : those that are outwardly oriented in
W ‖ , and those that are inwardly oriented. Their corresponding orbits are called
even and odd respectively; and this partition of the orbits into even and odd is
called the ~W -induced orbit marking. The terminal boundary of any component
of W corresponds either to a pZ -boundary, or a z-boundary. To each boundary
component in qZi , which we think of as a point on ~W , we associate an element
zj or pZj , which is the terminal point of the component of ~W (with respect to its
orientation) that contains qZi . We denote this τp qZiq .
Definition 5.7. Recall that a set of Reeb chords tρ1, . . . , ρju in qBH‖ is called
algebraic if for any pair of distinct chords ρa and ρb ,
‚ the chords ρa and ρb are on different boundary components pZi and pZj ,
‚ the initial points ρ´a and ρ
´
b are on different α -curves; and
‚ the terminal points ρ`a and ρ
`
b are on different α -curves.
As explained in [9, Section 8.1], algebraic packets determine algebra elements.
Definition 5.8. Fix a Heegaard state x and a sequence ~a “ pa1, . . . , aℓq of pure
algebra elements of qCpH‖q . A sequence of constraint packets ρ1, . . . ,ρh is called
px,~aq-compatible if there is a sequence 1 ď k1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă kℓ ď k so that the following
conditions hold:
‚ the constraint packets ρki consist of chords in
qZ , and they are algebraic,
in the sense of Definition 5.7,
‚ qIpxq¨qbpρk1qb¨ ¨ ¨bqbpρkℓq “ Ipxq¨a1b¨ ¨ ¨baℓ , as elements of RQpH_qb qCbℓ
‚ for each t R tk1, . . . , kℓu , the constraint packet ρt is one of the following
types:
(DAρ -1) it is a singleton set toiu , containing a single Reeb orbit oi that covers
the boundary component qZi , which is odd for the ~W -induced orbit
marking.
(DAρ -2) it consists of two elements toi, υju , where oi is a Reeb orbit that covers
a boundary component qZi which is even, with ti, ju P M , and where
υj is one of the two Reeb chords that covers qZj with multiplicity one.
(DAρ -3) it is of the form toku , where ok is the simple Reeb orbit around some
component in pZ
(DAρ -4) it is of the form tρju , where ρj is a Reeb chord of length 1{2 supported
in some pZ .
Let Jx, a1, . . . , aℓK be the set of all sequences of constraint packets ρ1, . . . ,ρh that
are px,~aq-compatible.
There is an algebra element pbpB,ρ1, . . . ,ρhq defined as follows. We multiply pbpBq
(as defined in Definition 5.1) by a monomial in pCpH‖q , determined as follows.
‚ For each packet ρi “ toiu of Type ((DAρ-1)), multiply by the algebra
element associated to the terminal point τp qZiq . This terminal element
τp qZiq can either be of the form pZj , in which case the algebra element is
Uj ; or it can be some zj , in which case the algebra element is zj .
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‚ For each packet ρi consisting of a single Reeb orbit that covers wi or zi ,
multiply by a factor of wi resp. zi respectively.
(In particular, the packets of Type (DAρ -2) contribute a factor of 1 .)
Proposition 5.9. If H‖ is admissible, for each px, a1, . . . , aℓq , there are only
finitely many choices of pB, ρ1, . . . , ρhq so that
‚ indpBq “ 1 .
‚ The domain B has only non-negative local multiplicities.
‚ px,ρ
1
, . . . ,ρhq is px, a1, . . . , aℓq-compatible.
Proof. By the index requirement, the ∆-grading on the output element is deter-
mined by x , y , and pa1, . . . , aℓq . In particular, this gives an upper bound on the
number of isolated odd orbits that are allowed among thet ρ
1
, . . . ,ρh , and also on
the total weight of B at pZ .
If both B and B1 represent actions of px, a1, . . . , aℓq with output bby ; and suppose
that they have the same number of odd orbits. Then, B´B1 is a periodic domain,
in the sense of Definition 3.8. Finiteness is now ensured by admissibility. 
Definition 5.10. Fix the following data:
‚ an admissible middle diagram H‖ with matching M‖ , with induced one-
manifold W ‖
‚ a compatible matching |M , with induced one-manifold |W
‚ an orientation ~W on the one-manifold W “W ‖ Y|W .
‚ a compatible almost-complex structure J on H‖ .
We abbreviate this data pH‖,|M, ~W, Jq . Let RQ be the associated Ipnq ´ Ipmq-
bimodule structure as specified in Equation (5.4). For all k ě 0 , define maps
δ1k : RQb
qCbk Ñ RQ by
δ1k`1px, a1, . . . , akq
(5.5)
“
ÿ
#
y P S
pρ1, . . . , ρhq P Jx, a1, . . . , akK
B P pi2px, ρ1, . . . ,ρh, yq
ˇˇˇ
indpB,ρ
1
,...,ρhq“1
+#xMpx,y,ρ1, . . .ρhq ¨pbpB,ρ1, . . . ,ρhq b y.
The sums in the above map are finite by Proposition 5.9.
Proposition 5.11. Let pH‖,|M, ~W, Jq be the data required to define RQ , as in
Definition 5.10. The Ip2nq ´ Ip2mq-bimodule RQpH‖q , equipped the operations
δ1ℓ`1 : RQpH
‖q b qCbℓ Ñ pC bRQpH‖q
defined above endows RQpH‖q with the structure of a curved Cpn, xM q ´ Cpm,Mq
DA bimodule, where xM is the matching on t1, . . . , 2nu induced by M‖ and M .
This bimodule is also strictly unital and bounded. Moreover, for any two generic
choices of J , the resulting curved DA bimodules are homotopy equivalent.
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Proof. The verification of the curved DA bimodule relations follows as in [9,
Proposition 10.10]. The key novelty is that now there are α -boundary degenera-
tions. contribute terms of wizi b x to δ
1
1
˝ δ1
1
pxq . These cancel with the analogous
terms coming from the β -boundary degenerations containing the basepoints wi .
Strict unitality is obvious from the construction. Boundedness follows once again
from admissibility.
Varying J induces homotopy equivalences by the usual continuation principle; com-
pare for example [9, Section 8.3]. 
Let
pC‹RQpH‖qqC‹ denote the curved type DA bimodule associated to H‖ by the
above procedure.
Remark 5.12. The DA bimodule depends on the data pH‖,|M, ~W, Jq . The above
theorem shows that its homotopy type is independent of the choice of J . The depen-
dence on |M is crucial. One could investigate its independence of the orientation
~W , but we do not need that in the sequel. Nonetheless, to shorten notation, we
write simply
pC‹RQpH‖qqC‹ .
5.3. The pairing theorem.
Definition 5.13. Fix the following:
‚ an marked upper diagram H^
‚ an marked middle diagram H‖
‚ an identification BH^ – qBH‖ .
This is called compatibly gluable if the matching M‖ is compatible with the match-
ing on qBH‖ induced by H^ and the above identification. Given boundary-identified
diagrams H‖ and H^ , their gluing H‖ YqBH‖–BH^ H^ is naturally an upper dia-
gram.
If H‖ and H^ are admissible, their gluing is also admissible.
If pH‖,H^, BH^ – qBH‖q is compatibly gluable, there is a one-to-one correspon-
dence between pairs of states x and y , where x is an partial Heegaard state for
H
‖ and y is an upper Heegaard state for H^ , and αpxq “ t1, . . . , 2nuzpαpyq .
We have the following straightforward adaptation of the pairing theorem from [9,
Theorem 10.11] (compare also [3, Theorem 11]):
Theorem 5.14. Fix compatibly gluable diagrams pH^,H‖,qBH‖ – BH^q , where
H
^ and H‖ are admissible. Let C1 “ CpH
^q “ qCpH‖q ; C2 “ pCpH‖q .
Under the above hypotheses, there is a quasi-isomorphism of curved type D struc-
tures
C2RpH‖#H^q »C2 RQpH‖qC1 b
C1 RpH^q.
Proof. The proof of [9, Theorem 10.11] applies, after a few observations. Recall
that in that earlier result, the tensor product is a curved type D structure, with cur-
vature
ř
ti,juPM UiUj . The curvature term comes from β -boundary degenerations.
The arguments from that proof also give rise to additional curvature terms
ř
i wizi ;
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but (as in the case of Proposition 5.4) these terms are cancelled by α -boundary
degenerations. 
5.4. Extending diagrams. Fix the data pH‖,|M, ~W, Jq as in Definition 5.10 re-
quired to form the type DA bimodule
pCRQpH‖qqC
Let H‖ be a marked middle diagram, and let H‖,x be an extended marked diagram
as in Definition 3.11.
Define maps
δ1
1`k : RQ
xpH‖,xq b qBbk Ñ pB bRQxpH‖,xq.
in the obvious way.
Let qι : qC Ñ qB and pι : pC Ñ pB be the natural inclusion maps.
Proposition 5.15. Fix the data pH‖,|M, ~W, Jq as in Definition 5.10 required to
form the type DA bimodule
pCRQpH‖qqC , and let H‖,x be an extension of H‖ . The
type DA bimodules associated to H‖ and H‖,x are related by the formula
pBrιspC bpC RQpH‖qqC “pB RQx qBpH‖,xqb qBrιsqC.
Proof. The proof is exactly as in the unmarked case [9, Proposition 11.1]. 
5.5. Specializing to wi “ zi “ 0 . Of course, all of the constructions described
above can also be specialized to wi “ zi “ 0 for all i . The resulting modules are
denoted pRpH^q , yRQpH‖q , and pQpH_q ; they are defined over the algebras where
wi “ zi “ 0 ; e.g. if H
‖ has 2m inputs and 2n outputs, thenyRQpH‖q “Cpnq yRQpH‖qCpmq.
Explicitly, the holomorphic disks that contribute in the differential of yRQ are re-
quired to have vanishing local multiplicity at all wi and zi ; and moreover, they
never count isolated orbits. (Isolated even orbits were not counted for RQ ; isolated
odd orbits as in Definition 5.8 (DAρ -1) contribute wi factors in RQ , but we have
set wi “ 0 here.)
The above results can be readily specialized to this blocked theory.
For example, we can define yRQxpH‖,xq to be the w “ z “ 0 specialization of
RQxpH‖,xq . Proposition 5.15 implies then that
BpnqrιsCpnq b
CpnqyRQpH‖qCpmq “Bpnq yRQxBpmqpH‖,xqb BpmqrιsCpmq.
Also, Theorem 5.14 has the following specialization:
Theorem 5.16. Fix compatibly gluable diagrams pH^,H‖,qBH‖ – BH^q , where
H
^ and H‖ are admissible, where Let C1 “ Cpmq ; C2 “ Cpnq , provided that
H
‖ has 2m incoming boundary circles and 2n outgoing ones. There is a quasi-
isomorphism of curved type D structures
C2 pRpH‖#H^q »C2 yRQpH‖qC1 bC1 pRpH^q,
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 5.14, after setting wi “ zi “ 0 . 
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6. Modules for a marked minimum
Our aim here is to define algebraically type DA bimodules. These will come in two
versions:
‚ BpnqpVBpn`1q
‚ BpnqVBpn`1q with base ring Frw, zs , whose w “ z “ 0 specialization is the
above module.
These will be used to define also curved variants B
‹
2 pVB‹
1
and B
‹
2VB‹
1
(cf. Proposi-
tion 6.4).
We shall also define another module A
2
1 V 1A2
2
with the property that
B
‹
2V 1B‹
1
b
B
‹
1
,A2
1 K »A
2
1 V 1A2
2
b
A
2
2
,B‹
2 K
(cf. Proposition 6.5).
Their relationship with the holomorphicall defined modules will be established in
Section 7.
6.1. Modules in the algebraically specialized case. Consider the subring
Iěk Ă Ipn` 1q of the idempotent ring of Bpn` 1q .
Let M be a matching on t1, . . . , 2n ` 2u with t1, 2u P M . Let M 1 be the corre-
sponding matching on t1, . . . , 2nu with ti, ju PM 1 if and only if ti`2, j`2u PM .
The idempotent states x for B1 “ Bpn` 1q are called preferred if
1 ď |xX t0, 1, 2u| ď 2 and x ‰ t0, 1u
Given a preferred idempotent state x for B1 , the corresponding idempotent ψpxq
for Bpnq “ B2 contains 0 precisely when |xXt0, 1, 2u| “ 2 ; and for i ą 0 , i P ψpxq
precisely when i` 2 P x .
We construct now a type DA bimodule Bpnq pVBpn`1q , as follows.
As a right Ipn` 1q-module, pV splits as a direct sum of six modules
X0 ‘X1 ‘X2 ‘ Y0 ‘ Y1 ‘ Y2,
where Xi – Yi is generated by the preferred idempotents in Iěi . The left Ipnq-
module action is specified by
X ¨ Ix “ Iψpxq ¨X ¨ Ix
for any X P pV .
For example, X0 splits naturally into two summands, according to the whether
or not 0 appears in the left idempotent: a summand where 0 appears in the left
idempotent and both 0 and 2 (but not 1 appear in the right idempotent; another
one where 0 does not appear in the left idemptent and 0 (but not 1 or 2) appears
in the right idempotent.
The action by Bpn` 1q is specified using Figure 12. That figure appears to specify
a bimodule with incoming algebra Bp1q and outgoing algebra Bp0q . We extend
this to a bimodule Bpn,M
1q pVBpn`1,Mq as follows.
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X1
X2 X0
Y0 Y2
Y1
p
U
1
,
U
2
q
`
p
U
2
,
U
1
q
R2 L1
pR
1
, R
2
q
L 2
pL
2 , L
1 q
R
1
pU
2
,
L
1
q pU
1 ,
R
2 q
pL
2 , U
1 q pR
1
, U
2
q
Figure 12. Actions on pV
If b “ Ix ¨ b ¨ Iy P Iě1 ¨ Bpn ` 1q ¨ Iě1 has w1pbq “ w2pbq “ 0 , then let Ψpbq “ b
1
denote the algebra element b1 “ Iψpxq ¨ b
1 ¨ Iψpyq with wipb
1q “ wi`2pbq . Define Ψpbq
similarly for b P Iě2 ¨ Bpn` 1q ¨ Iě2 .
For the extension, define δ1
2
pX, bq “ Ψpbq b X for all X P pV . The arrows above
are similarly extended; e.g.
δ13pX2, L2b1, L1b2q “ Ψpb1q ¨Ψpb2q b Y0.
In particular, δ1k ” 0 for k ě 4 .
Definition 6.1. Let A , B be algebras and BXA a type DA bimodule. Fix a PA
and b P B . We say that X is a-b -equivariant if the following conditions hold:
‚ δ1
1
px, aq “ bb x for all x P X
‚ δ1k`1px, a1, . . . , akq “ 0 if for all k ą 1 if ai “ a for some i .
We say that X is annihilated by a if X is a-0-equivariant.
Proposition 6.2. The object B2 pVB1 is a type DA bimodule, which is Ur ¨ Us -
Ur`2Us`2 equivariant for all r, s P t1, . . . , 2nu ; and which is annihilated by U1U2 .
Proof. These are straightforward computations. 
6.2. The algebraically unspecialized case. We can extend B2 pVB1 to a module
B2VB1 over Frw, zs . Generators for the module are the same as before, but now
actions are specified in the following diagram, where k, ℓ are arbitrary non-negative
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integers.
(6.1)
X1
X2 X0
Y0 Y2
Y1
z
ℓ b R2
U
ℓ
z
ℓ`1 b
L2U
ℓ
wk
b L
1U k
1
wk`1
bR
1U k
1
w
k
z
ℓ ´
p
U
k
`
1
1
,
U
ℓ
`
1
2
q
`
p
U
ℓ
`
1
2
,
U
k
`
1
1
q ¯
w
z
w
k
z
ℓ
pR
1
U
k
1
,
R
2
U
ℓ
2
q
z
ℓ
b
L
2
U
ℓ
2
z
ℓ
`
1
b
R
2
U
ℓ
2
w
k
z
ℓ
b
pL
2
U
ℓ2
,
L
1
U
k1
q
w
k
b
R
1 U
k
1
w
k
`
1
b
L
1 U
k
1
w
k
z
ℓ
b
pU
ℓ
`
1
2
,
L
1
U
k
1
q w
k
z
ℓ
pU
k
`
1
1
,
R
2
U
ℓ2 q
w
k
z ℓ
pL
2
U
ℓ2 ,
U
k
`
1
1
q
w
k
z
ℓ p
R
1
U
k
1
,
U
ℓ
`
1
2
q
w
z
wk b Uk
1
` zℓ`1 b Uℓ`1
2
wk b Uk
1
` zℓ`1 b Uℓ`1
2
wk b Uk
1
w
k
b
U
k1
zℓ b Uℓ
2
z
ℓ
b
U
ℓ 2
The arrows are to be interpreted as before; e.g.
δ1
3
pX2, L2U2 ¨ b1, L1U
2
1
q “ w2z ¨Ψpb1q ¨Ψpb2q b Y0.
Again, δ1k ” 0 for k ě 4 .
Proposition 6.3. The object B2rw,zsVB1 is a type DA bimodule, which is annihi-
lated by U1U2 , and which is UrUs -Ur`2Us`2 -equivariant for all r, s P t1, . . . , 2nu .
Specializing V to w “ z “ 0 gives B2 pVB1 .
6.3. Curved modules. Fix any matching M2 on t1, . . . , 2nu , and let M1 be the
matching matching on t1, . . . , 2n` 2u specified as follows:
‚ t1, 2u PM1
‚ For all i, j P t1, . . . , 2nu , ti, ju PM2 ðñ ti` 2, j ` 2u PM1 .
Let B‹
1
“ B‹pn ` 1,M1q , B
‹
2
“ B‹pn,M2q , and B
‹
2
rw, zs denote B‹
2
where the
algebra is extended by two additional variables w and z .
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Proposition 6.4. For B‹
1
and B‹
2
as above, the operations δ1
1`k endow
B
‹
2 pVB‹
1
the
structure of a curved type DA bimodule. More generally, the operations specified
above B
‹
2
rw,zsVB‹
1
is a curved DA bimodule, whose w “ z “ 0 specialization is pV .
Proof. Proposition 6.2 ensures that pV is µM1
0
-µM2
0
-equivariant type DA bimod-
ule. But such a bimodule is simply a curved type DA bimodule. For V , the result
follows from Proposition 6.3. 
6.4. Commuting with the canonical bimodule. Let A21 “ A
2pn`1,M1q and
A
2
2
“ A2pn,M2q , with M1 and M2 as in Section 6.3. Our aim here is to construct
a type DA bimodule A
2
1 V 1A2
2
which is dual to V .
As a left I2n`2,n`2 module V
1 splits into summands
(6.2) V 1 “ X 10 ‘X
1
1 ‘X
1
2 ‘ Y
1
0 ‘ Y
1
1 ‘ Y
1
2 ,
called types; where the idempotents of each summand is complementary to the
corresponding summand in V ; i.e.
X 11 “ X
1
t0,2u ‘X
1
0 X
1
0 “ X
1
t1,2u ‘X
1
t1u X
1
2 “ X
1
t0,1u
Y 1
0
“ Y 1t1,2u ‘ Y
1
t1u Y
1
1
“ Y 1t0u ‘ Y
1
t0,2u Y
1
2
“ Y 1t0,1u
where here the subscript indicates the idempotents; e.g. as a left Ip2n` 2, n` 2q-
module, we have
X 1t1,2u – Ip2n` 2, n` 2q ¨
¨˚
˝ ÿ
tx
ˇˇ
xXt0,1,2u“t1,2uu
Ix
‹˛‚.
Idempotent states x for A2 are called preferred if
1 ď |xX t0, 1, 2u| ď 2
Given a preferred idempotent state x for B1p2n`2, n`2q , there is a corresponding
idempotent ϕpxq for Bp2n, n`1q , which contains 0 precisely when |xXt0, 1, 2u| “
2 ; and for i ą 0 , i P ϕpxq precisely when i` 2 P x . The bimodule structure is now
specified by requiring
Ix ¨ P “ P ¨ Iϕpxq.
Define
δ11 : V
1 ÑA21 b V
1
as in Figure 13.
Define
δ12 : V
1 bA22 ÑA
2
1 b V
1
as follows. Given P P V in one of the six summands from Equation (6.2), with
P “ Ix ¨P , and given b “ Iϕpxq ¨ b ¨ Iy P Bp2n, n` 1q ĂA
2
2
, let Φpbq “ b1 P Bp2n`
2, n` 2q Ă A21 be the algebra element b
1 “ Ix ¨ b
1 ¨ Iy with weight wipb
1q “ wi´2pbq
and w0pb
1q “ w1pb
1q . Then,
δ1
2
pX, bq “ Φpbq ¨ P 1,
where P 1 “ Iy ¨ P
1 is in the same type as X . We extend this to an action of all of
A
2
2 by requiring
δ12pX,Ei ¨ bq “ Ei`2 ¨ δ
1
2pX, bq.
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X 1
1
X 1
2
X 1
0
Y 1
0
Y 1
2
Y 1
1
L2
zR2
R
1
wL
1
m
1
w
z
L
1
L
2
R
2
z
L
2
R
2
R
1
L
1
w
R
1
E
2
R
1
E
1
L
2
R
2
E
1 L
1
E
2
w
z
wE1 ` zE2
wE1 ` zE2
wE1
w
E
1
zE2
z
E
2
Figure 13. Specifying δ11 in V
1
Proposition 6.5. The operations give V 1 the structure of a type DA bimodule
A
2
1 V 1A2
2
. This bimodule is related to B
‹
2VB‹
1
by the identity
A
2
1 V 1A2
2
b
A
2
2
,B‹
2K » A
2
2 VA2
1
b
A
2
1
,B‹
1K;
similarly,
A
2
1 pV 1
A2
2
b
A
2
2
,B‹
2K » A
2
2 pVA2
1
b
A
2
1
,B‹
1K.
Proof. These are all straightforward computations. 
7. Holomorphic computations
The diagram in Figure 14 shows a Heegaard diagram for a marked minimum. The
left portion of this diagram (redrawn on the left in Figure 15) is stabilized as shown
on the right in Figure 15. Rather than working directly with this diagram, we will
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|Z2|Z1
w z
L2
xZ1
|Z5
xZ3
|Z4
xZ2
|Z3 |Z6
xZ4
Figure 14. Heegaard diagram for a marked minimum.
find it convenient to work with the isotopic diagram shown in Figure 16. Since these
diagrams are isotopic (and both are admissible), it follows that their associated
type DA bimodules are homotopy equivalent. (This homotopy equivalence can
be constructed by a continuation map, similar to the proof of J -invariance in
Proposition 5.11.) We denote this latter diagram H‖,x .
|Z2|Z1|Z2
w z
L2
xZ1Z‖0
|Z1
w z
L2
xZ1
|Z4
xZ2
|Z3|Z4
xZ2
|Z3
Figure 15. Heegaard diagram for a marked minimum.
After making some conformal choices, compute enough of that bimodule to compute
the associated type DD -bimodule B
‹
2RQxpH‖,eqB‹
1
bB1,A
2
K . Indeed, the main
result of this section is the following
Proposition 7.1. For a suitable choice of almost-complex structure on H‖,e , there
is an identification B
‹
2RQxpH‖,xqB‹
1
bB
‹
1
,A2
1 K »B
‹
2 VB‹
1
bB
‹
1
,A2
1 K , where V is the
algebraically defined bimodule constructed in Section 6.
Before turning to the proof, we make a few notational remarks about the statement.
Note that H‖,x is an extended diagram with ℓ “ 1 , so its output algebra is Cpnqb
Frw1, z1s . Correspondingly, the output algebra V as defined in Section 6 was
CpnqbFrw, zs . In the above identification of modules, we are using an isomorphism
of algebras identifying w1 and z1 with w and z respectively.
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|Z2
xZ1
|Z1
w z
L2
1 2
B
A
Y
X
|Z3
Figure 16. Heegaard diagram for a marked minimum.
A1,
0A1,2
A2 X0,
0X0,2
Y0,
0Y0,2 X2
B1,
0B1,2
B2
Y2
δ
δ
p
U
1
,
U
2
q
`
p
U
2
,
U
1
q
R2
L
1
pR
1
, R
2
q
L 2
pL
2 , L
1 q
R
1
pU
2
,
L
1
q pU
1 ,
R
2 q
pL
2 ,
U
1 q
pR
1
,
U
2
q
Figure 17. Some actions on yRQxpH‖,xq
7.1. The blocked case. In this section, we prove the following variant of Propo-
sition 7.1, specialized to w “ z “ 0 . (Note that this special case is sufficient to
compute zHFL for links which, in turn, determines the Thurston polytope of the
underlying link.)
Proposition 7.2. For a suitable choice of almost-complex structure on H‖,e , there
is a homotopy equivalence
(7.1)
ˆ
B2RQxpH‖,eqB1
w “ z “ 0
˙
b
B1,A
1
1 K »B2 pVB1 bB1,A11 K.
Proof. Our aim here is to prove this specialization here. First note that there are
12 generator types locally. We denote them
X2 Y2
0X0,2
0Y0,2, A2
B2 A1, B1
0A1,2
0B1,2.
We claim there is an almost-complex structure for which the moduli has the actions
displayed in in Figure 12. (In that figure, arrows labelled by δ represent δ1
1
actions.)
Moreover, we show that there are no other actions starting at Y2 or B2 ; i.e. Y2
and B2 generate a type DA submodule.
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To this end, label the domains in the Heegaard diagram as shown in Figure 18.
The rectangle D3 represents the differential
Y2
δ
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
D3
B2.
|Z2
xZ1
|Z1
w z
L2
1 2
B
A
Y
X
D1
D3
D5
D6
D2
D4
qα1 qα2qα0
pα0
β2
β1
β0
|Z3
Figure 18. Heegaard diagram for a marked minimum. We
have labelled various domains.
We now consider the differential that connect the various other generator types.
There are the following polygons:
A
δ
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
D4
B, A
L1ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
D2
X, X2
L2ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
D3`D6
B1 A1
R2ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
D5
A2
A2
pL2,L1qÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
D2`D6
Y0, X0
pR1,R2qÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
D1`D5
X2, Y0
pR1,R2qÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
D1`D5
Y2, A1
pU1,R2qÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
D1`D2`D5
X2
We also have the following annuli that have holomorphic representatives:
A2
pL2,U1qÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
D1`D2`D3`D6
B1, A1
pU2,L1qÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
D2`D5`D6
Y0, X0
pR1,U2qÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
D1`D3`D5`D6
B1
A1
pU1 ,U2qÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
D1`D2`D3`D5`D6
B1 A1
pU2,U1qÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
D1`D2`D3`D5`D6
B1
The latter two relations force also another arrow
A1
δ
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
D1`D2`D3`D5`D6
B1
which cancels against the δ induced by the bigon D4 . To see how, we consider the
one-dimensional moduli space M of holomorphic maps from A1 to B1 with the
following properties:
‚ The map has shadow D1 `D2 `D3 `D5 `D6 .
‚ The source has two punctures p1 and p2 , marked by the Reeb orbit o1 and
a length one Reeb chord covering qZ2 respectively.
‚ tpp1q ą tpp2q .
The space M has an end which corresponds to the arrow A1 to B1 with algebra
element pU1, U2q (i.e. where p1 goes to the boundary). In principle, it could have
another end which is a broken flowline. One of those components must contain a
puncture p1 marked by o1 (and no other punctures). But there evidently possible
such shadow in the picture. It follows that M has an odd number of ends where
tpp1q “ tpp2q . But these are exactly terms counted in δ
1
1 .
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We choose an almost-complex structure which is sufficiently stretched out normal
to β2 . For such a choice of almost-complex structures, the analogous annuli also
have holomorphic representatives:
0A1,2
pU2,L1qÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
D2`D5`D6
0Y0,2,
0X0,2
pR1,U2qÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
D1`D3`D5`D6
0B1,2
0A1,2
pU1,U2qÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
D1`D2`D3`D5`D6
B1,2
0A1,2
pU2,U1qÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
D1`D2`D3`D5`D6
0B1,2.
which also forces
0A1,2
δ
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
D1`D2`D3`D5`D6
0B1,2
We have verified the differentials from Figure 18. To verify that Y2 and B2 rep-
resent a submodule, we argue as follows. First, note that there are no positive
domains that leave the generator type B ; and indeed there are no positive domains
leaving B2 going to B1 . Moreover, a positive domain leaving Y must contain
D3 . It must then either be simply D3 , in which case it represents the displayed
differential; or it must also contain D1 , in which case it starts at Y0 (rather than
Y2 ). This verifies that Y2 and B2 represents a submodule. We have seen that
this submodule is acyclic. Thus, the entire module is homotopy equivalent to the
quotient module (where we divide out by Y2 and B2 .
We have now verified all the arrows in the quotient module of Figure 17. There are
no other arrows. This can be readily seen by the following: consider the periodic
domain P “ D1 `D2 `D3 ´D4 `D5 `D6 . This generates the space of periodic
domains locally. All possible domains connecting generators are obtained from
the shown domains plus some number of copies of P . The result always has a
negative local multiplicity somewhere, except in one special case: both D4 and
D1`D2`D3`D5`D6 represent positive domains from A to B . But these two
domains have already been considered above.
The stated homotopy equivalence follows easily. 
7.2. The unblocked case.
Proof. We have the following further bigons:
B
wz
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ
Dw`Dz
A Y
z
ÝÝÝÝÑ
Dz
X
rectangles
X2
w
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ
D3`Dw
A2 A2
zbL2ÝÝÝÝÝÑ
D6`Dz
A1
B1
wbL1ÝÝÝÝÝÑ
D2`Dw
Y0 X0
wbR1ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
D1`D3`Dw
A1
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annuli:
A1
wbU1ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
D1`D2`D3`Dw
A1
0A1,2
wbU1ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
D1`D2`D3`Dw
0A1,2
A2
zbU2ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
D5`D6`Dz
A2
0A1,2
zbU2ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
D5`D6`Dz
0A1,2
B1
wbU1ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
D1`D2`D3`Dw
B1
0B1,2
wbU1ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
D1`D2`D3`Dw
0B1,2
B2
zbU2ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
D5`D6`Dz
B2
0B1,2
zbU2ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
D5`D6`Dz
0B1,2
X0
wbU1ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
D1`D2`D3`Dw
X0
0X0,2
wbU1ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
D1`D2`D3`Dw
0X0,2
Y0
w
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
D1`D2`D3`Dw
Y0
0Y0,2
w
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
D1`D2`D3`Dw
0Y0,2
The bigon
X
w
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ
D4`Dw
Y
cancels the annulus
X
w
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ
D5`D6
Y
(For this last cancellation, observe that o2 is an odd orbit according to our orbit
marking; so although D5 `D6 does not cross the w basepoint, it does contribute
w , since the corresponding rectangle contains the orbit o2 .)
Contracting the arrow from Y2 to B2 , we obtain an action corresponding to the
juxtaposition of polygons
B1
R2ÝÝÝÝÑ
D5
B2 ÐÝÝÝÝ
D3
Y2
z
ÝÝÝÝÑ
Dz
X2.
To summarize, we have verified the additional actions shown in Figure 19 (i.e. in
addition to the ones from Figure 17).
In fact, the annuli illustrated above also demonstrate that there are no other self-
arrows in the picture. For example, there is no w b U1 action from A2 to itself,
although D1 `D2 `D3 `D4 gives a domain. The reason for this is that there is
no corner of A2 from which we can cut in to qZ1 to get a U1 action.
To get the stated identification
B
‹
2RQpH‖,xqB‹
1
b
B
‹
1
,A2
1 K –B
‹
2 VB‹
1
b
B
‹
1
,A2
1 K,
we must argue that there are no further arrows in B
‹
2RQpH‖,xqB‹
1
bB
‹
1
,A2
1 K . It
helps to observe that we already have no further arrows when we set w “ z “ 0 ;
and there are no additional self-arrows.
The only other additional arrows that could be allowed by grading considerations.
Consider B
‹
2RQpH‖,xqB‹
1
b B
‹
1
,A2
1 K . The relative Alexander gradings are specified
by
ApA2q “ ApY0q “
1
2
ApA1q “ ApB1q “ 0 ApX0q “ ApX2q “ ´
1
2
,
and ∆-gradings by:
mpA1q “
1
2
mpA2q “mpY0q “mpX0q “mpX2q “ 0 mpB1q “ ´
1
2
.
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A1,
0A1,2
A2 X0,
0X0,2
Y0,
0Y0,2 X2
B1,
0B1,2
z b
L2
w b
R
1
w
z
z b
R2w b
L
1
w
z
w b U1 ` z b U2
w b U1 ` z b U2
w b U1
w b U1
z b U2
z b U2
Figure 19. Further actions
Note also that Apwq “ ´1 , mpwq “ ´1 ; Apzq “ 1 , mpzq “ ´1 . Thus, the
gradings and idempotents could allow wY0 to appear in δ
1pX0q and zX2 to appear
in δ1pA2q . (Observe here that δ
1 is taken with respect to the type DD bimodules
B
‹
2RQpH‖,xqB‹
1
bB
‹
1
,A2
1 K ; whose generators we simply identify with the generators
of B
‹
2RQpH‖,xqB‹
1
.)
But both possibilities are excluded by δ1 ˝ δ1 “ 0 .

8. Computing link Floer homology
Recall that if pD is an upper knot diagram with associated curved algebra C‹ ,
in [9], we defined a curved type D structure C
‹
Ralgp pDq . This was defined by slicing
up the diagram pD into elementary pieces (crossings, cups, and caps), associating
algebraically defined curved type DA bimodules (over C ) to all of those pieces,
and then tensoring them together. It was then proved in [9, Theorem 16.3] that
if pD is an upper diagram in bridge position and H^ is its associated Heegaard
diagram, then
C
‹
RpH^q » C
‹
RalgppDq.
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In fact, the algebraic bimodules from [9] can all be extended to B‹ . Bearing this
in mind, we have the following alternative characterization of C
‹
RalgppDq . Tensor
the algebraic bimodules over B‹ to arrive at a type D structure over B , which we
will denote B
‹
RalgppDq . Then, C‹Ralgp pDq is the type D structure characterized by
the property that
B
‹
RalgppDq » B‹ιC‹ b C‹RalgppDq.
We can now extend the definition of B
‹
RalgppDq to canonically marked upper di-
agrams, by declaring the algebraic bimodule (over B‹ ) associated to a marked
minimum to be the bimodule defined in Section 6.
Theorem 8.1. Let H^ be a canonically marked upper diagram in bridge position
and H^ be its associated marked upper Heegaard diagram, then there is a type D
structure C
‹
Ralgp pDq uniquely characterized by the property that
B
‹
RalgppDq » B‹ιC‹ b C‹RalgppDq.
Moreover, there is an identification
C
‹
RpH^q » C
‹
RalgppDq.
The above result will be seen as a consequence of the following proposition. As
in [9], a type D module C
‹
X is called relevant if there is an A8 bimodule ZA2
with the property that
B
‹
ιC‹ b
C
‹
X » ZA2 b
A
2,B‹
K.
Proposition 8.2. If C
‹
1X is relevant, then C
‹
2Y “C
‹
2 RQpH‖qC‹
1
bC
‹
1 X is uniquely
characterized up to homotopy by the property that
(8.1) B
‹
2 ιC‹
2
b
C
‹
2Y »B
‹
2 VB‹
1
b
B
‹
1 ιC‹
1
b
C
‹
1 Y.
Moreover, C
‹
2Y is relevant.
Proof. First, we verify Equation (8.1) (using, in order, the definition of Y , rele-
vance of X , commutativity of b , Proposition 7.1, and the relevance of X ):
B
‹
2 ιC‹
2
b
C
‹
Y “B
‹
2 ιC‹
2
b
C
‹
2RQpH‖qC‹
1
b
C
‹
1X
»B
‹
2 RQxpH‖,xqB‹
1
b
B
‹
2 ιC‹
2
b
C
‹
1X
»B
‹
2 RQxpH‖,xqB‹
1
b pZA2
1
b
B
‹
1
,A2
1 Kq
» ZA2
1
b pB
‹
2RQxpH‖,xqB‹
1
b
B
‹
1
,A2
1 Kq
» ZA2
1
b pB
‹
2VB‹
1
b
B
‹
1
,A2
1Kq
»B
‹
2 VB‹
1
b pZA2
1
b
B
‹
1
,A2
1 Kq
»B
‹
2 VB‹
1
b
B
‹
2 ιC‹
2
b
C
‹
1X.
Equation (8.1) uniquely characterizes C2Y , according to Lemma 4.3.
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To see C
‹
Y is relevant, we use the above computation and Proposition 6.5, as
follows:
B
‹
2 ιC‹
2
b
C
‹
Y » ZA2
1
b pB
‹
2VB‹
1
b
B
‹
1
,A2
1 Kq
» ZA2
1
b pA
2
1 V 1A2
2
b
A
2
2
,B‹
2Kq “ pZA2
1
b
A
2
1 V 1A2
2
qb A
2
2
,B‹
2K

Proof of Theorem 8.1. We prove by induction on the number of components
that C
‹
RalgppDq is relevant. The case of one component was proved in [9]. The
inductive hypothesis then follows from Proposition 8.2. 
Let D be a canonically marked planar diagram for an oriented link, and let pD
be the upper diagram obtained by removing the global minimum, and H^ be its
associated upper diagram. The output algebra Cp1q of pD is identified with
FrU1, U2s{U1U2.
There is a ring isomorphism
Ψ: Cp1q Ñ Frw1, z1s{w1z1,
sending U1 to w1 and U2 to z1 .
Theorem 8.3. For any Heegaard diagram H representing ~L` , there is a chain
homotopy equivalence
CFLpHq » rΨsCp1q b R
algppDq.
Proof. The bimodule Frw,zs{wzrΨsC‹p1q can be thought of as the type A module
associated to the global minimum. (See [9, Lemma 8.14]. Thus, the lemma can be
seen as a consequence of (a particular easy special case of) the pairing theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. This follows from Theorem 8.3, by specializing to
w1 “ z1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ wℓ “ zℓ “ 0.

8.1. Restricting idempotents. In our computations, we do not need the full
bimodule B
‹
2VB‹
1
, as we are able to work over C‹ . Thus, for computations, it
suffices to use only B
‹
2VB‹
1
b B
‹
1 ιC‹
1
. The actions for this bimodule are described in
Figure 20; see also Figure 21 for B
‹
2 pVB‹
1
b B
‹
1 ιC‹
1
.
Bpn,M 1qVCpn`1,Mq “
Bpn,M 1q VBpn`1,Mq b
Bpn`1q iCpn`1q :
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